There was so much for us to accomplish this year! We searched for and engaged our new Executive Director, Craig Martin. At the same time, under experienced interim ED Diana Lam, we moved with unbroken continuity, expanding and honing how we do our work. The Bridge Boston staff and community were abundantly present every day for our mission and our students, who are so full of joy, promise, and excellence.

What we do is too important to stand still.
One afternoon, a former student wandered into the building. It was Gabe, now a freshman at a high school with a fine reputation. Former students come back partly to reconnect—and partly to lord over their former classmates that they now get released at 2:00. Indeed, the 7th- and 8th-graders streamed downstairs from music class, and they paused to exchange hugs and high fives with him. It was a lovely moment.

Gabe rarely stops smiling, and he beamed as he let me know that his life in the new school was going well. “I am well-prepared,” he told me with great seriousness. He said there was more homework than at Bridge, more frequent assessments, and the teachers “…are nice.” He paused, looking for the right words. “It’s just…they don’t want to know me as a human being, like teachers did here.”

I was transfixed. How often students speak a truth I’ve been trying to articulate. Yes, the primary work of these early years is knowing children as human beings, embracing their humanity with everything we have.

So much of education has become transactional. People talk about what an education buys. They justify everything with data. It’s reduced to performance: the significance of what we do is boiled down to a happy video or “good” data. Now, I like the videos. I look long and hard at the data.

But the center of any school is its commitment to holding hearts and stretching them. I am dead clear that the teachers my own children learned the most from were the ones they felt most understood and loved. Love moves mountains. It really does.

At Bridge Boston, love moves so much of what we do. I look around and see it majestically illustrated every single day. I see it in a music program that physically, intellectually, artistically, and joyfully engages students, starting with the youngest ones. I see it when Teaching Fellows accept new responsibilities and expand their own experiences with our scholars—budding scientists, mathematicians, writers, and artists. I see it when we help our students be resilient and positive. I see it in held hands, warm hugs, and cheers. I see it in quiet conversations.

It’s in high-fives from Coach Kerven to start the day. It’s Ms. Aimee giving a rambunctious second-grade class its third re-set in five hours. It’s a washer/dryer on site for families to use. It’s a building full of staff and programs that work to eliminate the barriers to learning and open the world to our children.

This work is not for the faint of heart. I am here because I see a school that gets it. This is a calling. It takes passion and discipline and, yes, love. Love is courageously moving throughout our school community. Thank you for moving with us. I am delighted to be here and look forward to meeting you at Bridge!

Yes, the primary work of these early years is knowing children as human beings, embracing their humanity with everything we have. Thank you for helping us.

Executive Director Craig Martin and Principal Jen Daly
Craig Martin. He’s ready for us. We’re ready for him.

Our leadership team’s experience, drive, and focus meant we could keep moving forward with all the things Bridge Boston does—adding and adjusting academic strategies, classroom practices, services—without breaking stride. This in turn allowed us to give the search for our new Executive Director the time and attention it required.

Craig Martin comes to us from a five-year transformational stint at the Michael J. Perkins School in South Boston, where he led an incredible turnaround with big increases in student ELA and Math achievement, reduced suspension rates, and reduced chronic absenteeism. He developed innovative enrichment programming to raise children’s sights and expose them to the world outside school.

Craig is a nationally recognized and awarded educator—the 2018 Elementary Principal of the Year in Massachusetts. He’s committed to teaching the whole child, social emotional learning, engaging and working in partnership with parents and families, all of which make him such a good fit for Bridge Boston. He brings passion, experience, and an unquestionable devotion to the potential in every child. And he is ready to change everything to change the lives that will change the world.

“Children remember everything. They build their livelihoods, dreams, and future around the very moments we shape before them. ... So we must listen attentively, learn emphatically, and lean wholeheartedly into what will support them, guide them, and prepare them for that amazing future.”

Craig Martin
Executive Director, Ms. Hanley’s first grade circle time
Hard, joyful work doesn’t stop.
Each Bridge Boston student comes to us with unique interests, talents, and goals. We are motivated each day by our desire to provide the best and most appropriate academic and full-service support to each of them.

This year, we adopted Eureka, a new math curriculum, schoolwide to strengthen our students’ math foundations and spark more consistent achievement. The program encourages a powerful nimbleness with numbers. Along with it, teachers are using new materials and websites and we have a new math specialist position to support it all.

A daily intervention block for grades 5, 6, and 7 is now in place. Teachers work with materials specific to each student’s needs. A child gets intensive, focused support as soon as they show their grasp of material is tenuous. Using this approach, many of our students made exceptional progress in reading.

What else? A new and innovative test for dyslexia. Fantastic work from seventh graders who produced their own “This I Believe” series. Boston Lyric Opera’s Little Red Riding Hood right in school, as well as a program called “Africa Yoga” for our youngest grades. Students went to a literary discussion at Simmons College, a concert at the Strand, a tour of the New England Aquarium, and a mock trial at the Moakley Courthouse. They participated in a turtle rescue at the Franklin Park Zoo, and went to the Museum of Fine Arts to view Egyptian artifacts in preparation for their study of Greek gods and goddesses.

And of course, a cornerstone of our curriculum is daily music, from group instruction and private lessons as needed, to orchestra rehearsals. Talk about joyful hard work with myriad benefits, yielding multiple competencies. How wonderful to hear the sound of our students’ music in the halls.
New kitchen. New chef. Real food.
The first meal ever produced at Bridge Boston’s new kitchen was a batch of green eggs and ham sandwiches cooked by Chef (and new Director of Food Services) Guy Koppe. The eggs for the sandwiches were donated by Round The Bend Farm in South Dartmouth, MA—and they were green from spinach!

We have gone on to feed our students fresh, made-from-scratch, cooked-right-here, nutritious, and delicious food—a vital part of our commitment to full service. Chef Guy has spearheaded this revolution, providing breakfast and lunch, snacks, and celebratory dishes. (Teachers can buy food as well—a perk!) The school has relationships with two farms. We can visit them. Our students know where Bridge Boston food comes from, and are learning at a concrete level more of how the planet works.
Better together.
It’s no surprise that community is such a closely held value at Bridge. Our relationships with others affect so much. How we learn. If we learn. How we trust. How we earn trust. How we work. If we succeed.

One significant achievement? We developed a new classroom community: our SELF (Social Emotional Learning Focus) Program. It gives children with significant social/emotional needs a safe, structured, and predictable classroom along with substantial support. A certified special educator and full-time coach teach all academics. A senior behavioral coach directs a targeted social/emotional curriculum. A clinician provides direct counseling services, family support, and as-needed crisis support.

Students in the program take daily swimming lessons, go on long hikes, and garden, which all help build self control and coping strategies. As each student learns to meet challenges, we will re-integrate them into less structured classroom settings.

Our Director of Behavioral Health, Marsha Girault-Macias, leads our team of social workers and coaches and oversees the many threads of care we weave at Bridge. Here’s one: she piloted a program with our 3rd-graders, developing their innate (and extremely passionate) sense of justice early. The program has now expanded to include older students.

Better working together is also essential for teachers and staff. This year we did some good, hard work on diversity and inclusion. Teachers spent multiple professional development days auditing their curricula for racial, gender, and cultural bias, then looking for ways to develop culturally responsive teaching.

We also interviewed and surveyed staff for honest evaluations of our own environment. Is everyone heard? Is everyone seen? A small group of staff focused on this with YW Boston, who work to end racial and gender disparities and promote social cohesion. This staff group will produce ongoing professional development for all staff. It’s a work in progress. We want to forge new practices up and down the organization.

The Bridge Boston community goes far beyond our walls. Family engagement is vital (and high). We stay in close touch with a bi-weekly newsletter, family surveys, and parent-teacher community dinners including the back-to-school BBQ. We offer workshops like the “Blueprint for Financial Success: Financial literacy for families.” Parents create the end-of-year Carnival, host the Valentine’s Day dance, and volunteer on field trips and food drives.

Their children reach out, too. In honor of Martin Luther King, Jr., for MLK Day, every grade chose a service project. Students made cards for the elderly, fleece blankets and decorated socks for a local homeless shelter, and participated in the annual chop-a-thon for the Pine Street Inn.
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FY19 FINANCIAL REPORT

REVENUES

Per Pupil Tuition 5,915,809
Private Funding 1,085,533
Public Grants 743,727
Pensions (in-kind) 749,526
Transportation (in-kind) 272,377
Miscellaneous 55,865
Total 8,822,837

EXPENSES

Personnel 6,206,473
Program 1,149,412
Organizational 439,464
Facilities 192,614
Depreciation 743,120
Total 8,731,083

Net Operating Income 91,754

OUR DONORS

$25,000 AND GREATER
Cheryl & Rand Alexander
Canaday Foundation
Areca Cafe
Kinginsky Road Charitable Foundation
Kelman Family Foundation
Beth Kressley Goldstein & Dennis Goldstein
Duncan & Ellen McFarland
Hope & Mike Parsons
Total $15,900-$24,999

$10,000-$14,999
Marina Hatsopoulos & Walter Bornhorst
Massachusetts Cultural Council
Tom & Jill Pappas
Massachusetts Charitable Society
Total $15,000-$24,999

$5,000-$9,999
A&A Fund
Kenneth Lee & Susan Nelson Abrams
Mark & Carolyn Ain
The Baupost Group LLC
Randi & Joel Cutler
Ryan Duffy & Jackie Bullis
David & Mary Grumhaus
The Kevin Gorter Memorial Foundation
Kelly Family Foundation
Mary Beth & Adam Krench
Klarman Family Foundation
Amelie Lloyd McCarty
Anita and Paul Marian Family Foundation
George H. and Jane A. Mifflin Memorial Fund
Total $5,000-$9,999

$2,500-$4,999
Andrus Family Foundation
Beacon Hill Circle for Charity
Chin Lin & Sabina Berretta
Wesley Blair
Richard & Cathy Boskey
Robert & Diane Bruno
Boston Gives, Inc.
Burroughs Wellcome Fund
James A. & Sandra P. Duffy
EdVestors
Gorter Family Foundation
Chuck Longfield
James Olesen & Lynn Nowels
Emily & Derek O’Neill
Diana Low & Peter Plattus
The Dorothy and Jonathan Berk Charitable Foundation
The Sheller Foundation
Evelin & Kitty Smith
Jim & Margaret Wade
Josephine Whitney Nixon
Total $2,500-$4,999

$1,000-$1,999
Brian Alexander
Lauren Alexander
Melanie & Matt Kelly
Carol Lach
Minnie Ames & Brian Hirschfeld
Mary & William Amore
Beacon Hill Garden Club
James McGovern
Josephine Whitney Nixon
Dick & Brena Parsons
Total $1,000-$1,999

$500-$999
William Boyl
Sarah & Tom Caporale
Whitney Grumhaus
The Jennifer and David Grumhaus Jr. Foundation
Grant & Lois Good
Rona & Clifford Hoyt
Mary & Brad King
Total $500-$999

$250-$499
Brian M. & Jeannine M. Bulger
Jonathan Fanton
John Finley
Utay Family Foundation
Steven & Rossanna Godfrey
Lisa & Jonathan Haas
Susan Korrick & Thomas Hecht
Paula & Tressey Hsu
Rachel Segal & James Harley
Peter Keating
Michelle Caldeira & Andre Kelly
Carol & James Lister
Ingrid & Geoffrey McKinney
Richard J. & Barbara C. Melvoin
Erie Peace
Bob & Vicki Bogg
Ming & Polly Tsai
Total $250-$499

$100-$249
David Calixte
Bibi Castillo
Melanie & Matt Kelly
Carol Lach
Cheryl & Christopher Logan
Glenn D. Lucas
Makeeba McCreary
Sue Pucker
Michelle & Lisa Sanches
Michael Papineau & Share Sandoval
Hannah Schuller
Alexandra Schoneman
Franco & Sheldon Sturges
Sally & Nicholas Thacher
Erica Veit
Kathy Sern
Kellen Whitehouse
Total $100-$249

Thank you to the following whose donations made this annual report possible:

Rose DiSanto, design
Daisy Scott, writing
Print Synergy Solutions, printing
SCHOOL BOARD
Alex Olivier Davila
Jeri Cooper
Ryan Duffy
Sara Griffin
Minou Hatzopoulos
Steve Hinds
Marcie Janvier
Beth Kressley Goldstein
Amelia Lloyd McCarthy
Ingrid McKinney
Tom Pappas
Ian Reynolds
Michelle Serak
Gayl Crump Swaby
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Cheryl Alexander
Mark Andrus
Tony Brooke
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Nancy Coolidge
Gene Dahmen
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OUR STAFF
Lindsay Abramson
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Ken Ahern
Mel Aiken
Holly Badger
Katherine Baity
Clar Berry
Haley Bertran
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Amelia Burkhard
Anna Byington
Dominique Caliste
Sarah Caputo
Shana Chaterko
Yonaska Cotofeli
Tayla Cusico
Jacqueline Crowley
Diana Cullenmore
Haley Cusick
Gina D’Adeliso
Jennifer Duffy
Gillian Dunn
Kerry Dunham
Amy Evans
Julie Evans
Cynthia Deboynes
Andrew DiCosimo
Kristina Dye
Aiden Everson
Agatha Egan-Anderson
Alison Eldridge
Charlene Fernandez
Katherine Figgia
Valerie Flaim
Roger Fliebenhagen
Theresa Fricke
Kelsy Fridermann
Amanda Frisbie
Haley George
Amber Grif
Marsha Gruaub-Macias
Lori Guccion
Crystal German
Hannah Griff
Vanessa Gruner
Lauren Haji
Janice Heffler
Sharon Hefner
Dina Hermann
Sampah Hodges
Hilary Hines
Sarah Hurdell
Susan Johnston-Charlton
Garrence Johnson-Pajero
Aislyna Jones
Taylor Jenkins
Melanie Kelly
Gay Kepp
Diana Law
Kerrie Lawrie
Thayer Lawson
Nina Lawrence
Jennifer Linderstrom
Brenda Milam
Megan Nordgren
Amir McDonald
Anna McGee
Amanda Meres
Michael Molten
Julia Mosesian
Julianne Mosher
Miranda Nelson
Bessie Nolan
Jill Oculuscheider
Andrew Pinto
Discreet Palacio Del-Diaz
Jessica Pedron
Darvina Peters
Rooney
William Randall
Alicia Bertrand
Jammal Reddy-Bennette
Marthe Ronelden
Eli Rosato
Sophie Schlicht
Jessa Shaw-Prophet
Jordan Shirley
Erykompert Simmons
Marianne Simon
Aimee Slaukevitz
Allie Smith-Howe
Quine Sturges
Shae En Johnson-Tao
Ryan Thomas
Brett Thomas
Lynelle Thompson
Amanda Tucker
Alison Tyler
Adrienne Wood
Anthony Yank
Samantha Wallace
Jon Willams
Karen Williams
Aigner Williamson
Cowden Woodberry

OUR VOLUNTEERS
Ellie Benjamin
Rebecca Bruno
Erik Bulde
Leanne Curry
Laura Caputo
Eva Cardinal
James Carney
Sally Callery
Jeri Cooper
Cayan Ching
Marian Ferguson
Tracy Flannery
Kamala Fox
Candace Galligan
Mary Green
Bovad Hryt
Matt Kelly
Beverly Kryder
Patty Lawrence
Alex Litich
Kate Porter
Nancy Schafflin
Gloria Shandley
Karen Swain
Laura Wilkins
Kitty (Mathurin) Wurtz
Angela Williams-Mitchell

To experience Bridge Boston in action, come see us!

To schedule a visit, please contact Ganny Morton at (617) 219-1603 or contact@bridgeboston.org